1. The fish is fresh only if it was either frozen or cooked the day it was caught. The fish was not cooked the day it was caught. So if it wasn't frozen, it's not fresh.

2. If there are a lot of trucks on the freeway or if there was an accident, traffic will move slowly. If traffic moves slowly, Jessica will have trouble finding a place to park unless she left home early. She'll be late for class if she has trouble finding a place to park. Since she didn't leave home early, she'll be late for class if there was an accident.

3. If the oven temperature is too high or the cake stays in the oven too long, it will burn. The oven temperature is too high unless it was set for a lower temperature than the recipe specified. So if the temperature was set for the temperature specified, the cake will burn. ADD THE OBVIOUS UNSTATED PREMISE.

4. Al's stomach is upset. If he has neither food poisoning nor a hangover, he wouldn't have an upset stomach unless he has the flu. He doesn't have food poisoning or a hangover if he didn't eat or drink at the party. Since he didn't eat or drink at the party, Al must have the flu.

5. Rita must to pass through the security checkpoint to get on the plane to Boston. She must take off her shoes and her jacket to pass through the security checkpoint. If she takes off her jacket, she'll leave it behind, in which case she'll lose it and she won't have it when she lands in Boston. So if Rita gets on the plane to Boston, or she'll land there without her jacket.

6. If the airlines' fuel costs and labor costs go up, the price of airline tickets will rise substantially. A substantial increase in airfares would lead to a big decrease in business travel if the business have an alternative, and with modern technology, there is an alternative. Flight schedules will be cut back if there is a big decrease in business travel. So if the airlines' fuel and labor costs rise, the flight schedules will be cut back.

7. Mason will play the part of Iago or Othello. Ned will direct only if Roger plays Othello. If Ned directs, Mason must be playing Iago, since of course Roger and Mason won't both play Othello.

8. Gretchen must leave home before 6 AM or she'll be late to work. She can't leave home before 6 without getting up by 5. The only way she'll get up by 5 is by going to sleep by 10 and setting 2 alarm clocks. Since she didn't go to sleep by 10, she'll be late to work.

9. It's inevitable that Sam or his grandchildren will be upset. If Sam marries a younger woman, his grandchildren will be upset. If he marries Helen, he’ll be marrying a younger woman. If he doesn't marry Helen she will leave, and in that case he'll be upset. ADD THE OBVIOUS UNSTATED PREMISE.

10. The victim was poisoned or suffocated. If he was poisoned, there would be evidence of that in his blood, but there was none. If he was suffocated, he would have fought back, and his murderer would have been hurt in the struggle. So his murderer was hurt in the struggle.